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 Today we are exploring…

Evidence-based strategies, resources and ideas to incorporate: 

✓ play, exploration & curiosity 

✓ place-based outdoor learning 

✓ student voice & choice 

into meaningful & connected K-3 literacy experiences



Special Guest Presenter: Michelle Page Deleau

Amazon.ca

https://www.amazon.ca/Happiest-Place-World-Michelle-Deleau/dp/022885914X


 Purposeful Play & Inquiry

The process of inquiry is a perspective on          
learning that begins with an intense curiosity,            
a curiosity that generates close observation, 
noticings, wonderings, and questions that lead to 
new and interesting ideas. 

Inquiry injects a PLAY MINDSET into all learning 
because it is a process that occurs when playing. 

Setting off to answer big questions through 
observation and experimentation is a more formal 
description of an inherently natural process.

From - Purposeful Play - Mraz, Porcelli & Tyler



 A Continuum of Play for Educators 

Reflect on the types of play you plan for, and what kinds of 
opportunities your students have to engage in each kind of play.

BC Ministry of Education’s Play Today: A Guide for Families

https://www2.gov.bc.ca/assets/gov/education/early-learning/teach/earlylearning/play_today_family_guide.pdf


Three Indicators of Playful Learning

Harvard Graduate School of Education article: Summertime, Playtime

Choice
looks like kids setting goals, 

developing and sharing ideas, 
making rules, negotiating 
challenges, and choosing 

how long to play

Delight
looks like happiness: kids smiling, 
laughing, being silly, or generally 

feeling cozy and at ease

Wonder 
looks like kids exploring, 

creating, pretending, 
imagining, and learning from 

trial and error

https://www.gse.harvard.edu/news/uk/18/06/summertime-playtime


 I Notice, I Wonder, It Reminds Me Of…

Students will... 

★Increase curiosity about and directly engage with 
aspects of the natural world. 

★Make observations, ask questions, and relate findings to 
past experiences. 

★Learn that descriptive observations are distinct from 
statements of opinion or identification.

Beetles Project - Resources for Outdoor Science Programs

“I see no more than you, but I have trained myself 
to notice what I see.”   - Sherlock Holmes

http://beetlesproject.org/cms/wp-content/uploads/2015/12/I-Notice-I-Wonder-It-Reminds-Me-Of.pdf


 I Notice, I Wonder, It Reminds Me Of… 

Beetles Project - Resources for Outdoor Science Programs

http://beetlesproject.org/cms/wp-content/uploads/2015/12/I-Notice-I-Wonder-It-Reminds-Me-Of.pdf


 Leading a Nature or Forest Walk

Students can engage with the natural world by…

Means of 
Engagement

Living Things to 
Notice, Identify 

& Describe

Descriptive 
Language & 

Communication

Noticing 

Identifying 

Sketching 

Labelling 

Birds 

Mammals 

Amphibians 

Invertebrates 

Fish 

Trees & Shrubs 

Wildflowers

Qualities 

Attributes 

Describing Words 

Questions

The Big Book of Nature Activities: A Year-Round Guide to Outdoor Learning by Monkman & Rodenburg



Exploring the Seasons with our Senses

Looks like… Sounds like…

Tastes like… Smells like… Feels like…

Fall - Winter - Spring - Summer

The Big Book of Nature Activities: A Year-Round Guide to Outdoor Learning by Monkman & Rodenburg



Spring 

Looks like green trees in the schoolyard. 

Sounds like baby goats bleating and baaing. 

Tastes like jellybeans in my basket. 

Smells like pollen in the air. 

Feels like dew on the grass. 

By Blair

Winter 

Looks like a snowbank on my driveway. 

Sounds like jingle bells on Santa’s reindeer. 

Tastes like hot chocolate and marshmallows. 

Smells like cookies baking in the oven. 

Feels like frostbite on my toes. 

By Jakob

Summer 

Looks like kids playing at the park. 

Sounds like people laughing and having fun. 

Tastes like ice cream melting on my tongue. 

Smells like burgers on the BBQ. 

Feels like hot and sunny days at the beach. 

By Jemma

Fall 

Looks like leaves that are falling from the trees. 

Sounds like birds are chirping as they fly south. 

Tastes like delicious apple pies. 

Smells like pumpkin guts from a jack-o-lantern. 

Feels like wind blowing in my face. 

By Ross
Karen Quinton’s Grade 1 and 2 Class at North Canoe Elementary - Canoe, BC



Comprehensive & Connected Literacy Experiences 

Thinking

What do you notice? -  

pre-reading 
engagement 
& theory-building 

Writing

Thought Bubbles -  

noticing character  
development over 
time

Talking

Hello

Hi

What do you notice? -

hearing other people’s  
perspectives & voicing  
your own opinion

Reading

What do you think the 
character is thinking? -
  
inferring thoughts 
based on knowledge 
of the character



Read Aloud: Tops and Bottoms



Putting it All Together: Writing About Reading

Write or draw the three parts of the story that 
you stop and reflect on. They can use thought 
bubbles to guide their writing or drawing about 
the character.

Reflect on what they thought Bear/the character 
was thinking throughout the story.

 An extension for when students are reading their next story: 
‣ Have them add in thinking bubbles (sticky notes) at 

different parts of the story to focus on how the 
character is feeling

Invite your students to:



Fountas & Pinnell’s Systems of Strategic Actions

The Fountas & Pinnell Literacy Continuum - Fountas & Pinnell Literacy

Supporting students’ thinking: 

• WITHIN the text 

• BEYOND the text 

• ABOUT the text



 Supporting a Classroom Culture of Writing

Writers need… 

★Practice and time 

★Topics and audiences that matter to them 

★A storytelling and listening culture 

★Varied genres, forms, purposes 

★Clear goals and frequent feedback  

★The time and space to approximate good writing

Columbia University Teachers’ College - Units of Study for Teaching Writing - Calkins

QUESTION:  
Does what I’m doing support one of these six things?



 Nurturing the Spark of Authorship

Our brains loop in information and experiences from 
different parts of our body. 

Three loops that support thinking and writing are: 

movement 
gestures 
sketching

Columbia University Teachers’ College - Units of Study for Teaching Writing - Calkins

Draw every day.  
Talk about it.

Students can strengthen those loops by: 

being in conversation with others 
teaching others 
asking questions



 Quick Jots

When we offload information from our brains, we open up 
room for more thinking. 

Columbia University Teachers’ College - Units of Study for Teaching Writing - Calkins

This is a physical tool that helps with engagement and 
organization, and helps students manage what they know. 

Images from:  
Paper N Stitch Blog

https://www.papernstitchblog.com
https://www.papernstitchblog.com


 Quick Jots

Columbia University Teachers’ College - Units of Study for Teaching Writing - Calkins

Quickly jot down all the words that you know about one of 
these things, or about a different topic of your choice.



 Quick Jots - Sorting into Categories

Columbia University Teachers’ College - Units of Study for Teaching Writing - Calkins

If you chose an animal, many of your 
categories will likely be the same…

appearance - behaviour - diet - babies - habitat - cool facts

If you chose hockey or another game, some 
of your categories will likely be the same…

rules - equipment - positions/players - scoring

If you chose building a campfire, some of your 
categories may be the same…

materials - construction styles - safety - types of fuel



Scaffolded Supports for Writing

If you were now starting to do some writing about your 
topic, how did this process help support you, and set you 

up for a successful writing experience? 

✓ individual brainstorming  

✓ jotting 

✓ sorting 

✓ small group oral sharing



Talking and writing both provide concrete, 
visible ways for learners to do the thinking 
work that later becomes internalized and 
invisible.

-Lucy Calkins 
Units of Study in Reading

Image from EskiPaper.com

https://eskipaper.com/wildflower-wallpaper-1.html
http://EskiPaper.com


 Sources

more info links are available on our website
Info Links

BC Ministry of Education’s Play Today: A Guide for Families

BC Early Learning Framework 

Beetles Project - Resources for Outdoor Science Programs

Harvard Graduate School of Education article: Summertime, Playtime

Books

Units of Study in Writing - Calkins & The Reading and Writing Project

Purposeful Play - Mraz, Porcelli & Tyler

Formative Assessment in a Brain-Compatible Classroom - Tate

Learning with Nature - Robb, Mew & Packham

The Big Book of Nature Activities - Monkman & Rodenburg

A Quick Guide to Reaching Struggling Writers - Cruz

The Walking Curriculum - Judson

more videos are available on our website
Videos

Toomuchery

https://www.popey.ca//
https://www2.gov.bc.ca/assets/gov/education/early-learning/teach/earlylearning/play_today_family_guide.pdf
https://www2.gov.bc.ca/gov/content/education-training/early-learning/teach/early-learning-framework
http://beetlesproject.org/cms/wp-content/uploads/2015/12/I-Notice-I-Wonder-It-Reminds-Me-Of.pdf
https://www.gse.harvard.edu/news/uk/18/06/summertime-playtime
https://www.popey.ca//
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WzqBOz05onY
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